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Preface
In the years to come we are challenged to update and upgrade the Soil Informa-
tion System of the Netherlands. Part of this challenge is to quantify uncertainty
about soil properties in an intelligible way, ready to be applied in the many deci-
sion processes in which information from the Soil Information System is used. This
report describes the second step ‘Towards a Soil Information System with quan-
tified accuracy’. The first step has been described in WOt report 58, ‘Towards a
Soil Information System with quantified accuracy. Three approaches for stochastic
simulation of soil maps’ (Brus and Heuvelink, 2007).
This research is part of the strategic research program “Sustainable spatial devel-
opment of ecosystems, landscapes, seas and regions” and is funded by the Dutch
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Food Quality (LNV). The Nether-
lands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL) is one of the main stakeholders of
this program. Soil information with quantified accuracy is important in environ-
mental modeling projects for PBL. We would like to thank Harm Houweling and
Frank Veeneklaas of WOt for their unremitting support of research on quantified
accuracy.
Wageningen, December 2009





Information on soil properties, provided by the Dutch soil information system (BIS),
is based on predictions, estimates and more or less accurate observations. In many
decision processes it is important to consider statistical information on uncertainty
about soil properties. Information on uncertainty should be provided in an intel-
ligible way, ready to be applied in tools on statistical decision theory. This report
describes the potential and functionality of software for spatial analysis, prediction
and stochastic simulation using data from the BIS. The current study focuses on
the development of R codes for kriging methods.
A geostatistical framework was developed with the following six stages: i) importing
data from the soil information system, ii) data preprocessing, iii) exploratory data
analysis, iv) building models of spatial variation, v) geostatistical (co)prediction
and (co)simulation, and vi) exporting resulting maps. Because it might be expected
that the mean and variance of many soil properties depend on the soil type and
vary across soil categories, the soil map was used as an auxiliary data source. The
geostatistical model of a soil property has a deterministic component representing
the mean value within a soil category, and a stochastic component of standardized
residuals. The standardized residuals are interpolated or simulated based on the
simple kriging system.
The framework was tested in four case studies. In the first case study the spatial
distribution of exchangeable soil pH in the soil layer from 0 to 25 cm was analyzed.
Weighted averages for this layer were calculated from all contributing soil horizons.
Prior to the weighted averaging the activity of hydrogen ions was taken, and back-
transformed to the pH scale afterward. Spatial predictions were based on 1621 point
observations. The mean and variance of soil pH vary with the so called PAWN soil
types (21 classes). This dependence was incorporated in the geostatistical model.
Simple kriging of residuals was applied to predict soil pH spatially. Besides a map
with predicted values a map with standard deviations of the predictions was con-
structed. This map reflects the uncertainty about the true spatial distribution of
soil pH. Information on uncertainty was also provided by maps representing the
95% lower limit and 95% upper limit of the predictions, and by maps of simulated
possible realities.
In the second case study a map of clay content of the layer from 0 to 50 cm was made
for the Netherlands, as well as detailed maps of high resolution for two subareas in
the western and eastern part of the country. High resolution should not be confused
with high accuracy, however.
The third case study concerns the spatial distribution of organic matter content in
three different soil layers: 0-25 cm (195,547 observations), 25-50 cm (116,509 ob-
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servations) and 50-100 cm (47,547 observations). The data of the three layers were
analyzed simultaneously. Cross-correlations in organic matter content between lay-
ers were used in spatial prediction and simulation for the Netherlands and for a
subarea in the eastern part of the country. Because cross-correlations were weak,
predictions for less intensively observed layers could not benefit from observations
in more intensively observed layers.
In the fourth case study a characteristic of the temporal fluctuation of water table
depth, the mean spring water table depth (MSW), was interpolated spatially and
simulated. Prior to spatial interpolation a logarithmical transformation was applied
to the data to obey the normality assumption. The soil type map of the Netherlands
was used as auxiliary information in the interpolation. Simple kriging of residuals
was applied to predict MSW spatially. Conditional sequential Gaussian simulation
based on simple kriging was performed to simulate possible realities of the spatial
distribution of MSW.
It is concluded that the geostatistical framework and R codes developed in this
study enable to predict values of continuous soil properties spatially, and to quantify
the inaccuracy of these predictions. The inaccuracy of a spatial prediction at a
certain location is quantified by the kriging variance, which can be interpreted as
an indication of the uncertainty about the true value. Maps of kriging variances
can be very useful in optimizing observation networks. It should be noted that the
kriging variance reflects the inaccuracy given a model of spatial structure. Because
uncertainty about the true spatial structure is not accounted for, the kriging variance
is an approximation of the uncertainty about the true values of soil properties at
unvisited locations. A valuable next step would be to improve quantified uncertainty





Information on soil properties, provided by the Dutch soil information system (BIS),
is used in decision processes in fields such as agriculture, forestry, environmental
protection, rural planning, and nature conservation. Since the information in BIS
is based on predictions, estimates and more or less accurate observations, we are
uncertain about the true soil properties. In many decision processes it is important
to consider statistical information on this uncertainty (based on Morgan and Henrion
(1990)):
• when the attitude of people toward risk is important, for example in case
of a clear risk aversion, or when decisions are taken under the precaution-
ary principle, the role of which is increasingly important in international and
national policy (United Nations, 1992; Commission of the European Commu-
nities, 2000; Minister van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieube-
heer, 2001);
• when inaccurate information from different sources must be combined. Quan-
tified uncertainty determines the weighting;
• when a decision has to be taken about whether to reduce uncertainty by ac-
quiring additional information, e.g., data worth analysis (Freeze et al., 1992;
Back, 2007);
• when the loss function in the analysis depends on the inaccurate quantity
and decision variable in a way that including uncertainty in the analysis gives
different results than fixing all continuous uncertain quantities at some central,
nominal value.
To these four situations described by Morgan and Henrion (1990) we add the follow-
ing cases in which it is important to consider statistical information on uncertainty:
• controversial decision making processes in which quantitative information on
uncertainty can prevent involved parties for over- or under-emphasizing un-
certainties;
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• in testing against legal standards;
• in assessing the significance of effects of measures.
1.2 Problem definition
Although statistical information on uncertainty about soil properties is indispensable
or at least very useful in many decision processes, this information is not provided
by the BIS yet. Information on uncertainty about soil properties should be provided
in an intelligible way, ready to be applied in tools on statistical decision theory. Soft-
ware which provides quantitative information on uncertainty about soil properties
need to be developed.
1.3 Aim
This report aims to describe the potential and functionality of software, that was
developed to perform spatial analysis, prediction and stochastic simulation using
data from the Dutch soil information system (BIS) database. Brus and Heuvelink
(2007) describe three methods for mapping soil properties that account for uncer-
tainty: kriging methods, Bayesian Maximum Entropy and Markov Random Fields.
The current study focuses on the development of R codes for kriging methods. Two
different groups of users are assumed to be working with these codes. While for the
R beginners there are basic settings before each step, which allows them to control
the main parameters entering the analysis process, advanced R users can modify any
part of the codes at will.
1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 describes the framework for geostatistical simulation of soil properties: im-
porting data from BIS, data preprocessing, exploratory data analysis, modelling spa-
tial variation, geostatistical (co)prediction and (co)simulation, and exporting maps
to BIS and other platforms. Chapter 3 presents four case studies. The first case
study is a spatial single layer analysis of exchangeable soil pH. The second case study
is a multiple layer analysis of clay content. The third case study is a multiple layer
analysis of organic matter content. The fourth case study is on spatial simulation of
‘mean spring water table depth’ (MSW), which is a fluctuation characteristic of the
water table depth. In the Netherlands these fluctuation characteristics are mapped
concurrently with soil surveys, and stored in the BIS. The R codes are given in
the Appendices. Chapter 4 gives some concluding remarks concerning the informa-





prediction and simulation of soil
properties
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a geostatistical framework for spatial prediction and simulation
of soil properties. This framework has the following six stages:
1. Importing data from the soil information system.
2. Data preprocessing : selecting data for the area and period of interest, defining
layers of interest, calculating soil property values for the layers of interest.
3. Exploratory data analysis: exploring the distribution of soil properties by plot-
ting the values at a map, by plotting histograms, normal Q-Q plots and box-
plots. Removing outlying values.
4. Building models of spatial variation: variogram and cross-variogram modelling.
5. Geostatistical (co)prediction and (co)simulation: spatial prediction by local
simple (co)kriging, generating possible realities of spatial soil property distri-
butions by conditional sequential Gaussian (co)simulation.
6. Exporting resulting maps.
The next Sections give the details of these six stages.
2.2 Importing data from the soil information system
A soil information system (SIS) is a convenient way to store and organize soil data.
The Dutch SIS, also known as BIS, contains soil maps at various spatial scales,
thousands of soil profile descriptions, and many records on soil physical and chemical
properties.
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The information stored in the SIS is accessible via various interfaces (e.g., a console,
GIS). In this report, we use R (R Development Core Team, 2009) to communicate
with the SIS. This is an obvious choice, since throughout this report all analyses
will also be performed by R. Several R-add-on packages are available for database
access. We selected the RJDBC-package (Urbanek, 2009) for its simplicity, efficacy,
and adherence to DBI (R-SIG-DB, 2009).
The SIS contains thousands of tables. To keep the database transparent and easily
accessible, three views have been defined for the deltaBIS project:
• V PFB DELTABIS, which contains profile descriptions from the national soil
survey scale 1:50000 and other soil surveys (field estimates and laboratory
analysis);
• V LSK DELTABIS, which contains profile descriptions of the LSK soil survey
(Visschers et al., 2007);
• V AUGERING DELTABIS, which contains other profile descriptions (field es-
timates only, horizons have not been analyzed in the laboratory)
A view is a virtual table that is dynamically build by invoking a stored query. The
query combines data residing in physical (real) tables in the database. Views greatly
facilitate database access, in particular for non-regular SIS-users. The views given
above contain all information necessary for spatial prediction and simulation of soil
properties.
2.3 Data preprocessing
After the data are loaded into the R environment the data are filtered to obtain
a data set covering the period and area of interest. Two types of filtering are
distinguished for this purpose: time filtering and spatial extent filtering. Spatial
extent data filtering can be based on spatial co-ordinates indicating the boundaries
of a rectangular area, or on spatial polygons (ESRI shapefile polygons) delineating
irregularly shaped areas.
After data filtering soil samples are excluded that were taken from more than one soil
horizon (i.e., the soil sample length crosses the border between two soil horizons),
because the measured soil property cannot be assigned to one particular soil horizon.
In the next step the soil property value is estimated for the soil horizon. For loca-
tions where only one soil sample was taken from the appropriate soil horizon, the
estimation simply equals the value of the soil property observed at this soil sample.
At locations where more than one sample was taken from one horizon the weighted
average is taken as an estimate, using the lengths of the soil samples as weights.
After the soil properties are estimated for each soil horizon, the upper depths and
lower depths of the soil layers for which the analysis should be done are defined.
Next, the values of the soil properties in the soil horizons that contribute to the
defined soil layers are extracted. The lengths with which soil horizons contribute to
the defined soil layers are used as weights in calculating the average values of the soil
property for the defined soil layers. The ratio by which each horizon contributes to
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the estimate for a soil layer is calculated to check if the information at an individual
sampling location is complete. If the sum of ratios for a certain soil layer at a certain
location is less than 1, then information is missing, and the soil profile is excluded
from analysis. The final step in data preparation is to compute the weighted average
at locations where the information on a soil property for the defined soil layers is
complete. Dependent on the individual soil property two different approaches can
be applied in computing the weighted average values. In the case of soil properties
like exchangeable soil pH the lengths by which soil horizons contribute to the defined
soil layers simply represent the averaging weights. For soil properties like organic
matter content and clay content the bulk density is employed as well in calculating
weights, because this type of soil properties are not related to soil volume but soil
mass. After multiplying the soil horizon volume with the bulk density the soil mass
is obtained, which is used to compute the organic carbon mass (or clay mass) in the
next step. The weighted average then equals the sum of organic matter (clay) mass
divided by the sum of soil mass multiplied by 100.
2.4 Exploratory data analysis
A map of all observed values on a soil property provides a first insight into the
spatial variation. Basic statistics like mean, variance, minimum, maximum and
median can be computed to obtain insight into the distribution of the soil property.
Histograms can be constructed to evaluate whether the data depart from the normal
distribution or not. Alternatively, the normal Q-Q plot can indicate deviations from
the normal distribution. These plots can also be used to evaluate the effect of data
transformation. Furthermore, a set of box-plots describing how the soil property
distribution varies with the soil type may be useful when taking a decision about
the geostatistical model. Outlying values, e.g. observation errors, can be removed
from the data set in this stage.
2.5 Building models of spatial variation
It might be expected that the mean and variance of many soil properties depend on
the soil type and vary across soil categories. Therefore, the geostatistical model of
spatial variation is build up such a way that this important feature can be taken into
account. A soil map, for example the PAWN soil type map (Wo¨sten et al. (1988), see
Figure 2.1) can be used as an auxiliary data source, but any other map of different
soil categories can be incorporated into the code on demand. The geostatistical
model is then defined as follows:
Z(x) = mi + σi · ε(x) , (2.1)
with Z(x) the soil variable, mi the mean value of Z(x) in the ith soil category, σi
the standard deviation Z(x) in the ith soil category, and ε(x) is a stochastic residual
with zero mean and unit variance.
The spatial structure of the stochastic residuals is described by experimental var-
iograms (and cross-variograms in the case of co-kriging). For an explanation of
variograms we refer to textbooks on geostatistics like Isaaks and Srivastava (1989)
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and Goovaerts (1997). Next appropriate variogram models are fitted to the experi-
mental variograms. Often a nested variogram model combining two spherical curves
is most appropriate.
2.6 Geostatistical (co)prediction and (co)simulation
Values of soil properties at unvisited locations can be predicted by the geostatistical
interpolation technique kriging. For a description of kriging algorithms we refer
to textbooks like Isaaks and Srivastava (1989) and Goovaerts (1997). Besides an
interpolated value, kriging provides a kriging variance, reflecting the accuracy of the
interpolated value. Since the mean of stochastic residuals equals zero, simple kriging
can be applied to predict the residual spatial distribution over the entire area. The
prediction process can be speeded up by applying the local kriging approach, in
which observations in a restricted neighborhood are used for interpolation.
Interpolation by kriging results in best linear unbiased predictions (BLUP) for un-
visited locations, and kriging variances reflecting the accuracy of these predictions.
Besides this information, a large number of possible realities of spatial distributions
of a soil property might be useful, in particular as an input in uncertainty analy-
sis. These realities can be generated by Conditional sequential Gaussian simulation
(Goovaerts, 1997).
In multiple-layer spatial analysis local simple co-kriging (Goovaerts, 1997) is applied.
Also, the multivariate simulation is based on local simple co-kriging.
2.7 Exporting resulting maps
Spatial interpolation and prediction results in maps of the soil properties of interest.
By using the capabilities of the R-system, these maps can be exported to various
data formats. For example,
• graphical formats like png, jpeg, and pdf. These formats can be used to include
maps in reports or presentations;
• GIS-layers. The resulting maps can be exported as layers for geographical
information systems like ArcView, ArcGIS, SAGA for further processing;
• ASCII files, for further processing (e.g., as inputs to sophisticated process
models);
• as database tables, including as part of the SIS itself.
In future releases it is intended to implement the possibility to store only the ‘recipe’
to regenerate each map. This greatly reduces storage demands en guarantees repro-
ducibility.
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3.1 Exchangeable soil pH - single layer spatial analysis
For the R code used in this case study we refer to Appendix A.
This case study presents an example of exchangeable soil pH data analysis, spatial
prediction and simulation, for the soil layer from 0 to 25 cm.
The soil pH values used in this example were prepared following the process described
in Section 2.3, and represent weighted average values from all soil horizons which
contribute to the required soil layer. The activity of hydrogen ions (H+) is taken
prior to the weighted averaging, and back-transformed to the pH scale afterward.
Finally 1621 point observations which fulfil all required conditions are used in the
predictions.
The exploratory data analysis shows a very large range in collected data, with a
minimum of 2.26 (extremely acid soils) and a maximum of 8.12 (moderately alkaline
soils). Some other descriptive statistics of the exchangeable soil pH data are given
in Table 3.1.
The bimodal form of the histogram in Figure 3.1 indicates that the area consists
of two parts where the soil pH takes significantly different values. The map with
plotted observations indicates that very high values occur in the coastal regions and
in the very south of the Netherlands, while the central parts and the east have clearly
more acid soils (Figure 3.2). The high alkalinity along the North Sea coast can be
explained by the marine sediments rich of calcareous materials which are widely
spread in these areas.
Figure 3.3 gives a set of box-plots, to illustrate the relationship between soil pH and
PAWN soil types. The mean and the variance apparently vary with the PAWN soil
types (21 classes). This dependence is incorporated in the geostatistical model, see
Eq. (2.1). The geostatistical model was applied to compute standardized pH resid-
uals. Figure 3.4 shows the histogram of standardized residuals, which approximates
the normal distribution.
The spatial auto-correlation of standardized residuals was described with a nested
variogram model, which combines two spherical models (Figure 3.5). Apparently,
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the residuals show a strong spatial dependence up to 5 km approximately, and a
weak spatial dependence from 5 to 100 km.
Since the model mean and variance are assumed to depend on the PAWN soil types,
a simple kriging approach may be used to predict the spatial distribution of soil pH
standardized residuals for the Netherlands (prediction grid 500 x 500 m). The map
of exchangeable soil pH prediction for the Netherlands is given in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 (right) shows the standard deviation map. Figure 3.7 shows two maps
of the soil pH spatial distribution representing the 95% lower limit and 95% upper
limit of the predictions.
As described in Section 2.6 possible realities of standardized residuals for the Nether-
lands can be simulated by conditional sequential Gaussian simulation based on sim-
ple kriging. Figure 3.8 shows four possible realizations of the spatial distribution.
The number of observations that are used for each particular prediction or simula-
tion is limited to be 30, and the maximum distance between the observation point
and the prediction point or simulation point is set as 20 km.
To evaluate the prediction process the predictions are compared with the original
data. Figure 3.9 shows the histograms of the original data (left) and the predictions
(right). Note that the bimodal character of the distribution of soil pH data (1.621 ob-
servations) persists even more pronounced in the predicted values (122.282 values).
This is possibly caused by different ratios of original and predicted location numbers
within PAWN soil categories. The basic statistics in Table 3.1 indicate a relatively
short range of predictions. This reflects the smoothing effect of kriging (Isaaks and
Srivastava, 1989).
The histograms of the simulated values indicate that the bimodal character of the
distribution completely disappeared (Figure 3.10). The mean and the median of
the observed and simulated values (Table 3.1) show a good match. However, the
variance of simulated values is larger than the variance of the the observed values,
and the minimum and maximum values indicate that the simulated values have a
larger range of variation than the observed values. Note that the minimum and
maximum values of the simulations are not realistic from a physical point of view.
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Table 3.1: Basic statistics for the observed and predicted pH KCl values, and three simu-
lations.
Statistics pH KCl
observations predictions simulation 1 simulation 2 simulation 3
Min 2.26 3.35 -0.57 -0.25 -1.00
Max 8.12 7.97 12.19 11.78 11.97
Median 5.35 5.04 5.37 5.33 5.38
Mean 5.56 5.47 5.48 5.44 5.50
Variance 2.08 1.42 2.26 2.29 2.32
Standard deviation 1.44 1.44 1.50 1.51 1.52
 
Figure 3.1: Histogram of exchangeable soil pH for the soil depth 0 - 25 cm.
 
Figure 3.2: The Netherlands with plotted observations on exchangeable soil pH for the soil
depth 0 - 25 cm.
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 Figure 3.3: Box-plots of soil pH for each of the 21 PAWN soil categories.
 
Figure 3.4: Histogram of soil pH standardized residuals.
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 Nugget = 0.30
Partial sill = 0.70
Range = 100000
Model = double spherical
Figure 3.5: Standardized residual variogram (double spherical) model for soil pH data.
  













Figure 3.9: Comparison of observed and predicted soil pH values.
  
  
Figure 3.10: Comparison of observed soil pH values and three simulated maps of pH KCl
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3.2 Clay content - zooming facility
Appendices B and C give the R codes used in this case study.
This case study illustrates the spatial extent filter described in Section 2.3. In many
studies the area of interest is not the entire area of the Netherlands, but a particular
part. This can be a rectangular shape defined with X and Y coordinates, or an
irregular shape, polygon or group of polygons, representing a particular soil unit, a
land use category, a province, etc. Zooming into these smaller areas is an option
of the current R code. This zooming facility is illustrated with an example on clay
content.
Shape and resolution of the prediction or simulation map are determined by the
extent and cell size. Obviously, the more we zoom the smaller the cell size should
be set to get satisfactory results. High resolution should not be confused with high
accuracy, however.
Figure 3.11 shows a map of predicted clay content of the layer from 0 to 50 cm for
the Netherlands. The next two examples show some of the zooming possibilities.
Figure 3.12 (left) shows predicted clay contents within peat soils in the western part
of the Netherlands. Figure 3.12 (right) shows a rectangular area delimitated with
X and Y coordinates which focuses on the neighborhood of two cities in the eastern
part of the country (Arnhem and Nijmegen). A relatively high clay content for the
soil layer 0 to 25 cm is found in the former backswamps between the rivers Rijn
and Waal. North of the river Rijn, at the ice-pushed ridges of the Veluwe area with
Pleistocene sandy deposits, the clay content is small.
As compared to the prediction map for the Netherlands the zooming examples show
evidently more detailed information, which may be useful in particular studies. The
interpolation grid size is 100 m in both cases, but can be set smaller or larger.
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 Figure 3.11: Clay content kriging prediction map for The Netherlands.
  
Figure 3.12: Clay content kriging prediction maps zoomed to the peat soils in the west
(left) and to the rectangular area in the middle-east (right).
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3.3 Organic matter content - multi-layer spatial analysis
Appendices D and E give the R codes used in this case study.
In several cases it might be necessary to perform the spatial analysis not only for one,
but for multiple soil layers at the same time. The R codes presented in appendices D
and E enable to perform a multi-layer spatial analysis. Without any additional
modification of the code three different soil layers can be simultaneously analyzed.
Furthermore, the multivariate approach may considerably improve the precision of
final prediction and simulation maps for the individual soil layers.
Three different soil layers (0-25, 25-50 and 50-100 cm) are defined for the multi-
variate analysis of organic matter content. There are 195,547 points for the first
layer, 116,509 for the second and only 47,446 points are available for the third layer.
After weighted averaging for all layers is done as described in Section 2.3, single var-
iograms and cross-variograms can be modelled for the residuals, see Eq. (2.1). Next
these models are used in co-prediction and co-simulation. A function for automatic
fitting of a linear model of coregionalization (LMC) is provided in the Gstat package
(Pebesma, 2004), but also an alternative option to fit LMC manually is possible
when desired.
Figure 3.13 shows the variogram for organic matter content in the layer from 0 to
25 cm. Figure 3.14 shows experimental variograms and cross-variograms for the
three soil layers, which are automatically fitted with LMC. While the nugget and
sill values may differ from case to case, the range and variogram model (exponential)
are always equal. From the large nugget-to-sill ratios we can conclude that the auto-
correlations and cross-correlations of residual organic matter content over the entire
area are weak. It should be noted that in a multivariate approach the predictions can
only benefit from strong relationships in residual organic matter content between
layers.
Simple kriging is applied to predict the spatial distribution of organic matter content
for each layer separately, and simple cokriging is applied to predict the spatial dis-
tribution of organic matter content for all three layers simultaneously. Figure 3.15
shows the prediction map constructed with simple kriging, and a map of the kriging
standard deviation. Figure 3.16 shows the prediction map constructed with simple
cokriging. In both local simple kriging and local simple cokriging the number of
observations used to predict or to simulate is limited to 30, and the maximum dis-
tance between the observation point and the prediction point or simulation point is
20 km.
Possible realities of organic matter content are generated for layers separately by
conditional sequential Gaussian simulation. Realities are simultaneously generated
by conditional sequential Gaussian co-simulation. Figure 3.17 shows maps of sim-
ulated realities. The differences in results of simulation and co-simulation are not
very pronounced, which is explained from the weak cross-correlations (Figure 3.14).
Figure 3.18 shows simulations and co-simulations for the eastern part of the coun-
try (Arnhem, Nijmegen, and neighborhood). Also for this area the differences in
simulations and co-simulations are small, resulting from the weak cross-correlations.
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Figure 3.13: Variogram for organic matter content in the layer from 0 to 25 cm.
 
Figure 3.14: Organic matter single and cross-variograms for three different soil layers,
fitted with LMC.
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Figure 3.15: Prediction map of organic matter content, created with the univariate geo-
statistical approach (left) and standard deviations of spatial predictions (right).
 






Figure 3.17: Three possible realities of organic matter content spatial distribution as
a result of sequential Gaussian simulation for single layer only (left), and another three





Figure 3.18: Three possible realities of organic matter content spatial distribution as
a result of sequential Gaussian simulation for single layer only (left), and another three
created with co-simulation (right). Zoomed into the eastern part of the country.
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3.4 Mean spring water table depth (MSW): spatial pre-
diction and stochastic simulation
Appendix F gives the R codes used in this case study.
3.4.1 Data preparation
Data for the spatial analysis of mean water table depths were extracted from the
Dutch soil information system (BIS) establishing the connection between BIS and R
environment using RODBC R-package, see Section 2.2. Two tables containing data
on the mean highest water table (MHW) and mean lowest water table (MLW) were
downloaded:
PFB ALG table - 7749 records
LSK ALG table - 3391 records
These data are not only field measurements, but also estimates at locations where
the water table depth was not found within the augering depth or the depth of the
observation well. These so called censored observations, ending with 1 (e.g. 121,
251), can be treated in several ways. Information would get lost when these censored
observations were simply removed, especially for areas with high elevations and deep
water tables. Since we do not want to loose any possible data we decided to keep
the censored values within the entire dataset, while the influence of these data is
largely reduced by logarithmic transformation. Besides this, ecological models for
groundwater-dependent systems are not sensitive to variations of the water table at
large depths.
During the data exploration, locations were found for which both tables give dif-
ferent MHW and MLW values. 133 of these duplicated locations were found in
PFB ALG and 138 in LSK ALG. Records with duplicated locations were identified
and extracted to examine which records are most likely and which should be erased.
After merging the two tables a subset was made, based on the “bispnt.prn” data file
containing information about soil type. Next, the mean spring water table depth
(MSW) was computed using the following formula of Van der Sluijs (1990):
MSW = 5.4 + 0.38×MHW + 0.19×MLW . (3.1)
By definition, the MSW value should always be inside the interval of MHW and
MLW:
MSW ∈ 〈MHW,MLW 〉 . (3.2)
However, this condition is not guaranteed by Eq. (3.1), in particular when the MHW
and MLW values are very close to each other or equal. To obey the definition of
MSW in these situations, the MSW value was forced to be equal to the nearest
border of the interval:
if MSW > MLW ⇒ MSW = MLW ,
if MSW < MHW ⇒ MSW = MHW . (3.3)
3.4.2 Exploratory data analysis
Figure 3.19 shows that the histogram of the mean spring water table depth data
is skewed to the right. This indicates that the MSW data are far from the normal
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distribution and hence some kind of transformation of the original data is needed
prior to geostatistical modelling, prediction and simulation.
To get more insight into the distribution of the MSW, histograms which show the
proportional representation and frequency distribution for each soil category were
created (Figure 3.20). Notice that more than half of the overall MSW records belongs
to two soil categories (Table 3.2).
Because the histogram of original MSW data is very skewed we decided to perform
logarithmic transformation (natural logarithm) on the data. Since the natural log-
arithm does not exist for negative values, which occur in the MSW data (situations
where the water level is above the earth surface most of the time during the year),
all values were moved to set the minimum (-6.55) to be 1 before the transformation:
t MSW = log{MSW −min(MSW ) + 1} . (3.4)
After transformation the MSW data seem to be close enough to the normal distri-
bution (Figure 3.21), to proceed with the geostatistical analysis. Note that the log-
transformation causes that only positive interpolations will be produced and hence
the minimum of interpolated data after back-transformation can never be smaller
than the minimum of the original data. Figure 3.22 shows histograms of transformed
MSW data for each soil type separately. The Normal Q-Q plot also indicates that
the transformed MSW data are close to the normal distribution (Figure 3.23).
Table 3.3 gives some descriptive statistics of the MSW and transformed MSW data.
Note that the MSW values are spread quite widely around the mean. The highest
values occur mostly in the south and central-east parts of The Netherlands (i.e.
Zuid-Limburg and the Veluwe), where the elevation is relatively high.
To examine the relationship between mean water table depth and soil type a set
of box-plots was created (Figure 3.24). This set indicates only small differences
between soil types 1 to 3, but quite large differences between the first three soil
types and the others.
As there are clear differences between soil type means (Table 3.4), we assumed that
the MSW mean is non-constant and varies with soil category. The variances also
depend on the soil type. The varying mean and variance between soil types were
incorporated into the geostatistical model given in Eq. (2.1).
3.4.3 Variography
The variogram of transformed MSW data indicates a clear, but weak, spatial de-
pendence over the entire area of interest. A spherical model was fitted to the ex-
perimental variogram (Figure 3.25). The variogram of transformed MSW residuals
(Figure 3.26) shows even weaker spatial dependence. However, when zoomed in to
shorter distances a strong spatial dependence, which reaches a distance up to 5000
meters, was found (Figure 3.27).
3.4.4 Spatial prediction
To predict the MSW for the Netherlands, the soil type map was used as an auxiliary
data source. Simple kriging of residuals was performed first, and next the predictions
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were computed following the geostatistical model in Eq. (2.1). The number of nearest
points included into the kriging prediction was set at 100. The variogram model
of residuals as fitted in Figure 3.27 was used for the predictions. The prediction of
transformed MSW data was next computed by multiplying the interpolated residual
by the standard deviation and adding the mean. The MSW map was created by
back-transformation of the transformed MSW predictions. As a consequence, the
expected value of the prediction after back transformation is not the mean, but
the median (Pebesma and De Kwaadsteniet, 1997). Figure 3.28 shows a map of
predicted MSW for the Netherlands.
3.4.5 Simulation
Conditional sequential Gaussian simulation based on simple kriging was performed
to simulate three possible realities of MSW residuals. Next transformed MSW val-
ues were computed using Eq. (2.1). After back-transformation the three possible
realities of MSW were plotted (Figure 3.29). Note that these possible realities of the
MSW do not suffer from the mean-median difficulties observed before in the kriging
predictions.
3.4.6 Evaluation
The original and simulated MSW data of 500 locations were compared. Figure 3.30
gives the histograms of the original and simulated, transformed data. Table 3.5
summarizes some basic statistics for the original and simulated, untransformed data.
Table 3.5 indicates large differences of basic statistics between original and simu-
lated data. These large differences can be explained from the different proportions
of individual soil types in the original data set and the 500 locations used in the
evaluation.
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Table 3.2: Count of records for each soil category.
Soil type S1(SP) S2 (SR) S3(SC) S4(CN) S5(CC) S6(LN) S7(PN)
Count 2507 2189 163 1161 827 130 685
SP = Sand Poor; SR = Sand Rich; SC = Sand Calcareous; CN = Clay Normal (Non-calcareous); CC =
Clay Calcareous; LN = Loess Normal; PN = Peat Normal
Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics of MSW and transformed MSW data.






Standard deviation 90.76 0.58
Table 3.4: Selective statistics for each of the seven soil types.
Soil type S1(SP) S2 (SR) S3(SC) S4(CN) S5(CC) S6(LN) S7(PN)
Mean 4.52 4.42 4.53 4.14 4.43 5.32 3.66
Variance 0.29 0.30 0.55 0.18 0.11 0.75 0.18
St. dev. 0.54 0.55 0.74 0.42 0.33 0.87 0.43
SP = Sand Poor; SR = Sand Rich; SC = Sand Calcareous; CN = Clay Normal (Non-calcareous); CC =
Clay Calcareous; LN = Loess Normal; PN = Peat Normal
Table 3.5: Basic statistics for original and simulated MSW data (500 locations)
Statistic original data simulation 1 simulation 2 simulation 3
Min -6.55 1.13 6.39 3.38
Max 2001.00 563.44 840.32 1185.04
Median 67.69 57.00 52.21 52.75
Mean 87.86 74.13 70.13 68.91
Variance 8237.90 4321.98 5081.00 5205.32
Standard deviation 90.76 65.74 71.28 72.15
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 Figure 3.19: Histogram of original MSW data.
   
   
 
Figure 3.20: MSW histograms for each of the seven soil categories.
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 Figure 3.21: Histogram of log-transformed MSW data.
   
   
 
Figure 3.22: Histograms of log-transformed MSW data for each soil type.
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 Figure 3.23: Normal Q-Q plot for transformed MSW data.
 
Figure 3.24: Box-plots of log-transformed MSW data for each of the seven soil types.
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Figure 3.26: Variogram of residuals.
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Figure 3.27: Variogram of residuals zoomed in to the shorter distances.
 









Figure 3.30: Comparison of transformed original and simulated MSW data at 500 target




The geostatistical framework and R codes presented in this report enable to pre-
dict values of continuous soil properties spatially, and to quantify the inaccuracy
of these predictions. The inaccuracy of a spatial prediction at a certain location
is quantified by the kriging variance, which can be interpreted as an indication of
the uncertainty about the true value. A map of kriging variances is very useful in
optimizing observation networks, because it indicates areas where predictions are
relatively inaccurate. It should be noted, however, that the kriging variance reflects
the inaccuracy given a model of spatial structure. Uncertainty about the true spatial
structure is not accounted for. Therefore, the kriging variance is an approximation
of the uncertainty about the true values of soil properties at unvisited locations.
This makes the kriging variance less valuable in the decision processes mentioned in
Chapter 1. Results of additional validation studies can be used to adjust the kriging
variances to a level that approximates the uncertainty about the true values of soil
properties more closely. This would be a valuable next step in the development of a
δ-BIS that provides information to be applied in statistical decision making.
Besides predictions the presented software enable to simulate large numbers possible
realities of spatial distributions of continuous soil properties. These simulations are
very useful to visualize uncertainty, and can be used as input in sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses. As with the kriging variance, model uncertainty of spatial
structure is not accounted for in the simulations. Also the simulations could reflect
the uncertainty more closely if results of an additional validation were used in the
simulation procedure. Nevertheless, the current software tool is an important first
step in informing decision makers about uncertainty.
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Appendix A
R code for pH KCl in the soil
layer 0 - 25 cm
Note:
Before the running the R code, the connection between your local machine and Oracle
database has to be established and the following packages have to be installed in
R environment: RODBC, sp, gstat, maptools, foreign, lattice. Furthermore, the
PAWN soil types map (pawn-map08.shp) and the Netherlands boundary (NL.shp)
have to be present in the working directory. The R code will yield several figures
which will be stored in the actual working directory, these are as following: variogram
model, prediction map, 95 % upper limit map, 95 % lower limit map, simulation
maps, standard deviation of the prediction map, box-plots).
# The code starts here
# 00 Set parametres
d1 <- 0 # upper depth
d2 <- 25 # lower depth
cs <- 500 # interpolation grid cell size








# 02 Data extraction - PFB
# Connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# Fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# Disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# 03 Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
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((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# 04 H activity - PFB
pfb$H <- 10^-pfb$PH_KCL
# 05 Soil Layers weighted averaging of H+ activity - PFB
# Subset removing NA records in PH_KCL column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = !is.na(pfb$H))
# Weighted averiging of H activity
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB








# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(pfb,duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# 06 Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a horizon part which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO< d2))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d2-d1))





# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(pfb,sum_ratio > 0.999)









# Transform to the log scale
pfb$wa_pH <- -log10(pfb$wa_H)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(pfb,duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)






# Available PH_KCL data for the depth d1-d2
pfb <- data.frame(X=pfb$X,Y=pfb$Y,pH=pfb$wa_pH)
# 08 Adding pawn soil types - PFB
# Read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# 09 Data extraction - LSK
# Connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# Fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# Disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# 10 Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# 11 H activity - LSK
lsk$H <- 10^-lsk$PH_KCL
# 12 Soil Layers weighted averaging of H activity - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in PH_KCL column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = !is.na(lsk$H))
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# Weighted averiging of H activity
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB








# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(lsk,duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# 13 Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a horizon part which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO< d2))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d2-d1))





# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(lsk,sum_ratio > 0.999)








# Transform to the log scale
lsk$wa_pH <- -log10(lsk$wa_H)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
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lsk <- subset(lsk,duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)






# Available PH_KCL data for the depth d1-d2
lsk <- data.frame(X=lsk$X,Y=lsk$Y,pH=lsk$wa_pH)
# 15 Adding pawn soil types - LSK





# 16 Merging two tables
ph <- merge(pfb,lsk,all=TRUE)















# Fit nested variogram model
vgm <- fit.variogram(gPH.vg, vgm(psill= 1,model="Sph",range=100000,
add.to=vgm(psill= 1,model="Sph",range=4000,nugget=1)),fit.sill=TRUE,fit.ranges=TRUE)
# Save the residual variogram figure






plot(gPH.vg,vgm,main="pH_KCl - residual variogram",pch=20)
dev.off()






grid <- subset(grid,pawn < 22)
rm(o)
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# 19 Simulations
# Define gstat object to predict residuals
gstatPH <- gstat(id=c("pH"),formula=residua~1,data=ph,model=vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# Ready to predict pH_KCl residuals using Gaussian simulation based on simple
# kriging











nl <- list("sp.polygons", nl_poly)
for (i in 1:ns) {
png(filename = paste("sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600, units="px",
pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)










# Ready to make pH residual prediction using simple kriging






pred$pred <- pred$pH.pred * pred$sd + pred$mean
coordinates(pred) <- ~x+y
gridded(pred) <- TRUE
# Standard deviation map
pred$pred_sd <- sqrt(pred$pH.var)
pred$map_sd <- pred$sd * pred$pred_sd
# 95 lower limit map
pred$lower95 <- pred$pred - 1.96 * pred$map_sd
# 95 upper limit map
pred$upper95 <- pred$pred + 1.96 * pred$map_sd
# Save figures










# Save standard deviation map
png(filename="stdv_map.png", width=600, height=600, units="px", pointsize=12,
bg="white", res=NA)





# Save 95 lower limit map
png(filename="95lower_map.png", width=600, height=600, units="px", pointsize=12,
bg="white", res=NA)







# Save 95 upper limit map
png("95upper_map.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",
res=NA)














# histogram of original dataset
windows(width = 5,height = 5)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
hist(ph$pH,main="",xlab="pH_KCl",col="lightblue")
# histogram of residuals
windows(width = 5,height = 5)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
hist(ph$residua,main="",xlab="pH_KCl residuals",col="lightblue")
# histogram of original dataset with freq=FALSE




# histogram of predicted data




# histogram of simulated pH_KCl data, simulation 1
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# The end of the code
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Appendix B
R code Clay Content, single
layer analysis
B.1 Data extraction and preparation
# Data extraction and preparation








# The thickness of soil layer (cm)
d1 <- 10
d2 <- 15









# View extraction - V_AUGERING_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)




augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM >
from & augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing clay content values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = !is.na(LUTUM))
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d1 & HOR_DIEPO > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPB < d2 & HOR_DIEPO > d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d1 & HOR_DIEPO >= d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)
















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.LUTUM <- augering$SoilMass * augering$LUTUM
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.LUTUM, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_clay <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
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# All available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, clay = augering$wa_clay)
# Add pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
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s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Compute weighted average of organic matter and bulk density for each soil horizon
# (important where there are more samples which belong to the same horizon)
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$LUTUM))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.clay <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$LUTUM
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.clay, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]
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# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_clay <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_clay <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, clay = pfb$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - PFB
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map
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# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
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s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$LUTUM))
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.clay <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$LUTUM
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.clay, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )




s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_clay <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_clay <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, clay = lsk$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map








# exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
clay <- subset(x = clay, subset = (pawn < 22) & (!is.na(pawn)))
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# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
















clay$residua <- (clay$clay - clay$mean) / clay$sd
# Experimental variogram
coordinates(clay) <- ~X+Y
gCLAY <- gstat(id = c("CLAY"), formula = residua ~ 1, data = clay)
gCLAY.vg <- variogram(gCLAY,boundaries=c(500,700,1000,1500,2500,10000,20000,
30000,40000,50000,60000,70000,80000,90000,100000,110000))
# Fit variogram model
vgm <- fit.variogram(gCLAY.vg, vgm(psill= 1,model="Exp",range=50000,
add.to=vgm(psill= 1,model="Sph",range=1000,nugget=1)),fit.sill=TRUE,fit.ranges=TRUE)






plot(gCLAY.vg,vgm,main="Clay content - residual variogram",pch=20)
dev.off()
B.3 Define interpolation grid
# Grid
# Define interpolation grid - chose one option only
# 1) rectangular grid
######### Set parameters ##########















grid <- subset(grid,(pawn < 22 & !is.na(pawn)))
coordinates(grid) <- ~x1+x2
rm(o)
# 2) sampling within polygon(s)
######### Set parameters ##########
# Prediction grid cell size (output map resolution)
cs <- 1000
###################################
# Read ESRI shapefile










######## Set parameters ################
# Number of simulations
ns <- 1
# Point or block kriging
# if "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# if "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
########################################
# Define gstat object to simulate residuals
gstatCLAY <- gstat(id=c("CLAY"),formula=residua~1,data=clay,model=vgm,beta=0,
nmax=30,maxdist=20000)
# Ready to predict clay content residuals using Gaussian simulation based on
# simple kriging
if(block==0) blup <- predict.gstat(gstatCLAY, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,
nsim = ns) else
blup <- predict.gstat(gstatCLAY, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,
nsim = ns,block=bs)
# Simulations computation
sim <- data.frame(blup, pawn = grid$pawn)
sim$mean <- mean[sim$pawn]
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sim$sd <- sd[sim$pawn]
sim_ns <- data.frame(x1 = sim$x1, x2 = sim$x2)






nl <- list("sp.polygons", nl_poly)
rgb.palette <- colorRampPalette(c("bisque","coral","coral2","darkred"),
space = "rgb")
for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600, units ="px",
pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)











########### Set parameters #############
# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
########################################
# Define the gstat object to predict residuals
gstatCLAY <- gstat(id=c("CLAY"),formula=residua~1,data=clay,model=vgm,beta=0,
nmax=30,maxdist=20000)
# Ready to compute clay content residual prediction using simple kriging
if(block==0) blup2 <- predict.gstat(gstatCLAY, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE) else
blup2 <- predict.gstat(gstatCLAY, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,block=bs)
# Compute prediction
pred <- data.frame(blup2, pawn = grid$pawn)
pred$mean <- mean[pred$pawn]
pred$sd <- sd[pred$pawn]
pred$pred <- pred$CLAY.pred * pred$sd + pred$mean
coordinates(pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(pred) <- TRUE
# Standard deviation map
pred$pred_sd <- sqrt(pred$CLAY.var)
pred$map_sd <- pred$sd * pred$pred_sd
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# 95 lower limit map
pred$lower95 <- pred$pred - 1.96 * pred$map_sd
# 95 upper limit map

















# Standard deviation map
png("stdev.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)






# 95% lower limit map
png("lower95.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)








# 95% upper limit map
png("upper95.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
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Appendix C
R code Clay Content, multiple
layer analysis
C.1 First layer data extraction and preparation
# First layer data extraction and preparation








# The thickness of the first soil layer (cm)
d1 <- 10
d2 <- 15









# View extraction - V_AUGERING_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)




augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM >
from & augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing clay content values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = !is.na(LUTUM))
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d1 & HOR_DIEPO > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPB < d2 & HOR_DIEPO > d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d1 & HOR_DIEPO >= d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)
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rm(top,sub,t,BD)




s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.LUTUM <- augering$SoilMass * augering$LUTUM
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.LUTUM, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_clay <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates





augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, clay = augering$wa_clay)
# Add pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
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pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Compute weighted average of organic matter and bulk density for each soil horizon
# (important where there are more samples which belong to the same horizon)
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$LUTUM))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.clay <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$LUTUM
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.clay, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]





# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the
# required soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_clay <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_clay <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, clay = pfb$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - PFB
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# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
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lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$LUTUM))
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.clay <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$LUTUM
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.clay, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
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lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_clay <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_clay <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available clay content data for the depth d1 - d2
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, clay = lsk$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map








# exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
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# Write tableto the text file
write.table(clay1,"clay1.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)









C.2 Second layer data extraction and preparation
# Second layer data extraction and preparation
########### Set parameters ##############




# View extraction - V_AUGERING_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - Augering
augering$MON_DATUM <- paste(augering$MON_DATUM,"-01-01",sep="")
augering$MON_DATUM <- as.POSIXct(augering$MON_DATUM)
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM > from &
augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing clay content values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = !is.na(LUTUM))
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d3 & HOR_DIEPO < d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d3 & HOR_DIEPO > d3 & HOR_DIEPO < d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d3 & HOR_DIEPB < d4 & HOR_DIEPO > d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d3 & HOR_DIEPO >= d4) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
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# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8




s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6







# Profile weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.LUTUM <- augering$SoilMass * augering$LUTUM
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.LUTUM, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_clay <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d3 - d4
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, clay = augering$wa_clay)
# Add pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
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channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6
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# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Compute weighted average of organic matter and bulk density for each soil horizon
# (important where there are more samples which belong to the same horizon)
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$LUTUM))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.clay <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$LUTUM
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.clay, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d3 & HOR_DIEPO> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPB< d4 & HOR_DIEPO> d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d3 & HOR_DIEPO>=d4) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
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pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_clay <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_clay <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d3 - d4
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, clay = pfb$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - PFB
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
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lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
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isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$LUTUM))
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.clay <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$LUTUM
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.clay, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d3 & HOR_DIEPO> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPB< d4 & HOR_DIEPO> d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d3 & HOR_DIEPO>=d4) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
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sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_clay <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_clay <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available clay content data for the depth d3 - d4
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, clay = lsk$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map








# exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA




# Write tableto the text file
write.table(clay2,"clay2.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot2.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)




# histogram of original dataset
png("hist2.png",width=400,height=400,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
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hist(clay2$clay,main="",xlab="Clay content",col="lightblue")
dev.off()
C.3 Third layer data extraction and preparation
# Third layer data extraction and preparation
########### Set parameters ##############




# View extraction - V_AUGERING_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - Augering
augering$MON_DATUM <- paste(augering$MON_DATUM,"-01-01",sep="")
augering$MON_DATUM <- as.POSIXct(augering$MON_DATUM)
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM >
from & augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing clay content values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = !is.na(LUTUM))
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d5 & HOR_DIEPO < d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d5 & HOR_DIEPO > d5 & HOR_DIEPO < d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d5 & HOR_DIEPB < d6 & HOR_DIEPO > d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d5 & HOR_DIEPO >= d6) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
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augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6
s5 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50))
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.35





# Profile weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.LUTUM <- augering$SoilMass * augering$LUTUM
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.LUTUM, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_clay <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d5 - d6
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, clay = augering$wa_clay)
# Add pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
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pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Compute weighted average of organic matter and bulk density for each soil horizon
# (important where there are more samples which belong to the same horizon)
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# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$LUTUM))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.clay <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$LUTUM
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.clay, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d5 & HOR_DIEPO> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPB< d6 & HOR_DIEPO> d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d5 & HOR_DIEPO>=d6) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
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# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_clay <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_clay <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available clay content data for the depth d5 - d6
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, clay = pfb$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - PFB
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches for bulk density computation
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)
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s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in LUTUM column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$LUTUM))
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.clay <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$LUTUM
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.clay, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]





# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d5 & HOR_DIEPO> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPB< d6 & HOR_DIEPO> d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d5 & HOR_DIEPO>=d6) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_clay <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_clay
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_clay, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_clay <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
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lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available clay content data for the depth d5 - d6
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, clay = lsk$wa_clay)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map








# exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA




# Write tableto the text file
write.table(clay3,"clay3.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot3.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)

































clay3$residua <- (clay3$clay - clay3$mean) / clay3$sd




# Define the gstat object and LMC fitting
gCLAY <- gstat(NULL ,id="clay.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay11)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay22)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay33)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, model=vgm(psill= 0.2,model="Sph",range=50000,nugget=0.8),
fill.all=TRUE)
# Compute experimental variogram
v <- variogram(gCLAY)
# LMC fitting










plot(v,fit,main="Clay content - LMC",pch=20)
dev.off()
C.5 Define interpolation grid
# Define interpolation grid - chose one option only
# 1) rectangular grid
######### Set parameters ##########





# Prediction grid cell size (output map resolution)









grid <- subset(grid,(pawn < 22 & !is.na(pawn)))
coordinates(grid) <- ~x1+x2
rm(o)
# 2) sampling within polygon(s)
######### Set parameters ##########
# Prediction grid cell size (output map resolution)
cs <- 1000
###################################
# Read ESRI shapefile










############ Set parameters ############
# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
########################################
# Redefine the gstat object
gCLAY <- gstat(NULL ,id="clay.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay1,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay2,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay3,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, model=vgm(psill= 0.2,model="Sph",range=50000,nugget=0.8),
fill.all=TRUE)
# LMC fitting again
fit <- fit.lmc(v, gCLAY)
# Cokriging predictions
if(block==0) blup2 <- predict.gstat(fit,grid) else
blup2 <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,block=bs)





clay1.pred$pred <- clay1.pred$residua * clay1.pred$sd + clay1.pred$mean
coordinates(clay1.pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(clay1.pred) <- TRUE




clay2.pred$pred <- clay2.pred$residua * clay2.pred$sd + clay2.pred$mean
coordinates(clay2.pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(clay2.pred) <- TRUE
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C.7 Stochastic co-simulation
# Stochastic co-simulation (based on simple cokriging)
########### Set parameters ##############
# Number of simulations
ns <- 2
# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
#########################################
# Redefine the gstat object
gCLAY <- gstat(NULL ,id="clay.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay1,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay2,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, id="clay.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=clay3,nmax=30,beta=0,maxdist=20000)
gCLAY <- gstat(gCLAY, model=vgm(psill= 0.2,model="Sph",range=50000,nugget=0.8),
fill.all=TRUE)
# LMC fitting again
fit <- fit.lmc(v, gCLAY)
# Cokriging simulations
if(block==0) blup <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,nsim=ns) else
blup <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,nsim=ns,block=bs)





clay1.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- clay1.sim[,3:(ns+2)] * clay1.sim$sd + clay1.sim$mean
coordinates(clay1.sim_ns) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(clay1.sim_ns) <- TRUE





clay2.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- clay2.sim[,3:(ns+2)] * clay2.sim$sd + clay2.sim$mean
coordinates(clay2.sim_ns) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(clay2.sim_ns) <- TRUE
















for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("clay1.cosim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600,
height=600, units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)












for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("clay2.cosim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600,
units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)












for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("clay3.cosim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600,
units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)
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Appendix D
R code Organic Matter Content,
single layer analysis
D.1 Data extraction and preparation
# Data extraction and preparation









# The thickness of soil layer (cm)
d1 <- 0
d2 <- 30









# View extraction - V_Augering_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")




# Time filtering - Augering
augering$MON_DATUM <- paste(augering$MON_DATUM,"-01-01",sep="")
augering$MON_DATUM <- as.POSIXct(augering$MON_DATUM)
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM > from &
augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (!is.na(ORGSTOF) & ORGSTOF > 0))
# Horizons selection
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d1 & HOR_DIEPO > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPB < d2 & HOR_DIEPO > d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d1 & HOR_DIEPO >= d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C <=
690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)




# The bulk density for the first subset
augering1$bulk <- NA
augering1$GEO_FOR_C <- as.character(augering1$GEO_FOR_C)









s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile Weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF <- augering$SoilMass * augering$ORGSTOF
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_org <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates





augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, org = augering$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
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s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Weighted average of organic matter
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.org <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$ORGSTOF
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.org, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted average of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]
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# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_org <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_org <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
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# All available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, org = pfb$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - PFB table
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
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s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.org <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$ORGSTOF
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.org, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
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lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_org <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_org <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, org = lsk$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# Overlay sampling locations with pawn map









# Exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
org <- subset(x = org, subset = (pawn < 22) & (!is.na(pawn)))




# Write table to the text file
write.table(org,"org.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)


















org$residua <- (org$log_org - org$mean) / org$sd




gORG <- gstat(id = c("ORG"), formula = residua ~ 1, data = org1)
gORG.vg <- variogram(gORG,boundaries=c(500,700,1000,1500,2500,10000,20000,30000,
40000,50000,60000,70000,80000,90000,100000,110000))
# Fit nested variogram model automatically
vgm <- fit.variogram(gORG.vg, vgm(psill= 1,model="Exp",range=100000,
add.to=vgm(psill= 1,model="Sph",range=1000,nugget=1)),fit.sill=TRUE,fit.ranges=TRUE)
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trellis.par.set("fontsize",fontsize)
plot(gORG.vg,vgm,main="Organic matter - residual variogram",pch=20)
dev.off()
D.3 Define interpolation grid
# Define interpolation grid - chose one option only
# 1) rectangular grid
######### Set parameters ##########














grid <- subset(grid,(pawn < 22 & !is.na(pawn)))
coordinates(grid) <- ~x1+x2
rm(o)
# 2) sampling within polygon(s)
######### Set parameters ##########
# Prediction grid cell size (output map resolution)
cs <- 1000
###################################
# Read ESRI shapefile










######## Set parameters ################
# Number of simulations
ns <- 1
# Point or block kriging
# if "block <- 0" ... point kriging
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# if "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0




# Define gstat object to predict residuals
gstatORG <- gstat(id = c("ORG"), formula = residua ~ 1, data = org, model = vgm, beta = 0, nmax = 30)
# Ready to predict organic matter residuals using Gaussian simulation based on
# simple kriging
if (block==0) blup <- predict.gstat(gstatORG, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,
nsim = ns) else
blup <- predict.gstat(gstatORG, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,
nsim = ns,block=bs)
# Simulations computation
sim <- data.frame(blup, pawn = grid$pawn)
sim$mean <- mean[sim$pawn]
sim$sd <- sd[sim$pawn]
sim_ns <- data.frame(x1 = sim$x1, x2 = sim$x2)
sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- sim[,3:(ns+2)] * sim$sd + sim$mean
# Back transformation






nl <- list("sp.polygons", nl_poly)
rgb.palette <- colorRampPalette(c("lightyellow","green","orange","brown"),
space = "rgb")
for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600, units="px",
pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)













########### Set parameters #############
# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
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# Define gstat object to predict residuals
gstatORG <- gstat(id = c("ORG"), formula = residua ~ 1, data = org, model = vgm,
beta = 0, nmax = 30)
# Ready to make pH residual prediction using simple kriging
if(block==0) blup2 <- predict.gstat(gstatORG, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE) else
blup2 <- predict.gstat(gstatORG, newdata = grid, BLUE = FALSE,block=bs)
# Compute prediction
pred <- data.frame(blup2, pawn = grid$pawn)
pred$mean <- mean[pred$pawn]
pred$sd <- sd[pred$pawn]
pred$pred <- pred$ORG.pred * pred$sd + pred$mean
# Back transformation
pred$pred <- exp(pred$pred) - 1
coordinates(pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(pred) <- TRUE
# Standart deviation map
pred$pred_sd <- sqrt(pred$ORG.var)
pred$map_sd <- pred$sd * pred$pred_sd
# 95 lower limit map
pred$lower95 <- pred$pred - 1.96 * pred$map_sd
# 95 upper limit map



















# Standart deviation map
png(filename="stdev.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",
res=NA)




















# 95 upper limit map
png(filename="upper95.png",width=600,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,
bg="white",res=NA)
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Appendix E
R code Organic Matter Content,
multiple layer analysis
E.1 First layer data extraction and preparation
# First layer data extraction and preparation








# The thickness of the first soil layer (cm)
d1 <- 10
d2 <- 15









# View extraction - V_Augering_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)




augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM >
from & augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (!is.na(ORGSTOF) & ORGSTOF > 0))
# Horizons selection
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d1 & HOR_DIEPO > d1 & HOR_DIEPO < d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d1 & HOR_DIEPB < d2 & HOR_DIEPO > d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d1 & HOR_DIEPO >= d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C
<= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)
















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile Weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF <- augering$SoilMass * augering$ORGSTOF
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_org <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates





augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, org = augering$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from & pfb$MON_DATUM
< to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
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s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Weighted average of organic matter
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.org <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$ORGSTOF
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.org, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted average of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]





# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_org <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_org <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
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pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, org = pfb$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - PFB table
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from & lsk$MON_DATUM
< to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
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s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.org <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$ORGSTOF
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.org, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
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(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d1 & HOR_DIEPO> d1 & HOR_DIEPO< d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d1 & HOR_DIEPB< d2 & HOR_DIEPO> d2) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d1 & HOR_DIEPO>=d2) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d2))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d1
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d2) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d2))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d2 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d1) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d2))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d2 - d1
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d2-d1))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_org <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_org <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available organic matter data for the depth d1 - d2
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, org = lsk$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# Overlay sampling locations with pawn map









# Exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
org <- subset(x = org, subset = (pawn < 22) & (!is.na(pawn)))







# Write table to the text file
write.table(org1,"org1.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)













E.2 Second layer data extraction and preparation
# Second layer data extraction and preparation
########### Set parameters ##############




# View extraction - V_Augering_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - Augering
augering$MON_DATUM <- paste(augering$MON_DATUM,"-01-01",sep="")
augering$MON_DATUM <- as.POSIXct(augering$MON_DATUM)
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM >
from & augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
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augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (!is.na(ORGSTOF) & ORGSTOF > 0))
# Horizons selection
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d3 & HOR_DIEPO < d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d3 & HOR_DIEPO > d3 & HOR_DIEPO < d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d3 & HOR_DIEPB < d4 & HOR_DIEPO > d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d3 & HOR_DIEPO >= d4) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the
# required soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (augering$GEO_FOR_C
<= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)
















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile Weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF <- augering$SoilMass * augering$ORGSTOF
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_org <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d3 - d4
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, org = augering$wa_org)
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# Pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")





# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
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pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Weighted average of organic matter
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.org <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$ORGSTOF
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.org, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted average of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
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# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d3 & HOR_DIEPO> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPB< d4 & HOR_DIEPO> d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d3 & HOR_DIEPO>=d4) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_org <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_org <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d3 - d4
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, org = pfb$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - PFB table
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map





# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
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s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.org <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$ORGSTOF
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.org, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d3 & HOR_DIEPO> d3 & HOR_DIEPO< d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d3 & HOR_DIEPB< d4 & HOR_DIEPO> d4) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d3 & HOR_DIEPO>=d4) )




s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d4))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d3
s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d4) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d4))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d4 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d3) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d4))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d4 - d3
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d4-d3))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_org <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_org <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available organic matter data for the depth d3 - d4
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, org = lsk$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# Overlay sampling locations with pawn map
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# Exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
org <- subset(x = org, subset = (pawn < 22) & (!is.na(pawn)))







# Write table to the text file
write.table(org2,"org2.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot2.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)









E.3 Third layer data extraction and preparation
# Third layer data extraction and preparation
########### Set parameters ##############




# View extraction - V_Augering_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_augering_deltabis view
augering <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_AUGERING_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - Augering
augering$MON_DATUM <- paste(augering$MON_DATUM,"-01-01",sep="")
augering$MON_DATUM <- as.POSIXct(augering$MON_DATUM)
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$MON_DATUM) & augering$MON_DATUM > from &
augering$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - Augering
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$X) & augering$X > X_MIN & augering$X < X_MAX))
augering <- subset(augering,(!is.na(augering$Y) & augering$Y > Y_MIN & augering$Y < Y_MAX))
# Horizons selection - Augering
# Exclude records with missing values
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (!is.na(ORGSTOF) & ORGSTOF > 0))
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# Horizons selection
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB > d5 & HOR_DIEPO < d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB < d5 & HOR_DIEPO > d5 & HOR_DIEPO < d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB > d5 & HOR_DIEPB < d6 & HOR_DIEPO > d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB <= d5 & HOR_DIEPO >= d6) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
augering$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
augering[s1,]$h_thick <- augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - augering[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
augering[s2,]$h_thick <- augering[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
s3 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
augering[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - augering[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((augering$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (augering$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
augering[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
augering$ratio <- (augering$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
augering$PROF_ID <- as.character(augering$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = augering$ratio, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[augering$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
augering <- subset(x = augering,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Bulk density - Augering
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
augering1 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 0) &
(augering$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
augering2 <- subset(x = augering, subset = ((GEO_FOR_C > 690) |
(augering$GEO_FOR_C == 0) | (is.na(augering$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(augering)















s1 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
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augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
augering2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF < 8))
augering2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 8) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
augering2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 30))
augering2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(augering2$A_HORIZON)) & (augering2$ORGSTOF >= 30) &
(augering2$ORGSTOF < 50))
augering2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Profile Weighted averaging - Augering
augering$SoilMass <- augering$h_thick * augering$bulk
augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF <- augering$SoilMass * augering$ORGSTOF
sum1 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass.ORGSTOF, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum1 <- sum1[augering$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = augering$SoilMass, INDEX = augering$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
augering$sum2 <- sum2[augering$PROF_ID]
augering$wa_org <- augering$sum1/ augering$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = duplicated(augering$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




augering <- subset(x = augering, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d5 - d6
augering <- data.frame(X = augering$X, Y = augering$Y, org = augering$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - Augering
# read the pawn_map08.shp file
map <- readShapePoly("pawn-map08.shp",IDvar="PAWN_ID")






# View extraction - V_PFB_DELTABIS
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_pfb_deltabis view
pfb <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_PFB_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$MON_DATUM) & pfb$MON_DATUM > from &
pfb$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - PFB
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$X) & pfb$X > X_MIN & pfb$X < X_MAX))
pfb <- subset(pfb,(!is.na(pfb$Y) & pfb$Y > Y_MIN & pfb$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - PFB
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
pfb1 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (pfb$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
pfb2 <- subset(pfb,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (pfb$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(pfb$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(pfb)















s1 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
pfb2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 8))
pfb2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
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s2 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
pfb2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 30))
pfb2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(pfb2$A_HORIZON)) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (pfb2$ORGSTOF < 50))
pfb2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6






# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - PFB
isCrossing <- (!is.na(pfb$MON_VNR) &
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPB) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((pfb$MON_DIEPB < pfb$HOR_DIEPO) & (pfb$MON_DIEPO > pfb$HOR_DIEPO))
)
pfb <- pfb[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - PFB
# Weighted average of organic matter
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = !is.na(pfb$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging of organic carbon content
pfb$s_thick <- pfb$MON_DIEPO - pfb$MON_DIEPB
pfb$s_thick.org <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$ORGSTOF
pfb$HOR_ID <- as.character(pfb$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.org, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Weighted average of bulk density
pfb$s_thick.bulk <- pfb$s_thick * pfb$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = pfb$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset = duplicated(pfb$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - PFB
pfb <- subset(x = pfb,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d5 & HOR_DIEPO> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPB< d6 & HOR_DIEPO> d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d5 & HOR_DIEPO>=d6) )
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# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
pfb$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
pfb[s1,]$h_thick <- pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - pfb[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
pfb[s2,]$h_thick <- pfb[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
s3 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
pfb[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - pfb[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((pfb$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (pfb$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
pfb[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
pfb$ratio <- (pfb$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
pfb$PROF_ID <- as.character(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = pfb$ratio, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[pfb$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - PFB
pfb$SoilMass <- pfb$h_thick * pfb$l_bulk
pfb$SoilMass.l_org <- pfb$SoilMass * pfb$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum1 <- sum1[pfb$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = pfb$SoilMass, INDEX = pfb$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
pfb$sum2 <- sum2[pfb$PROF_ID]
pfb$wa_org <- pfb$sum1/ pfb$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = duplicated(pfb$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




pfb <- subset(x = pfb, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# All available organic matter data for the depth d5 - d6
pfb <- data.frame(X = pfb$X, Y = pfb$Y, org = pfb$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - PFB table
# overlay sampling locaations with pawn-map




# View extraction - V_LSK_DELTABIS
# connect to database
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channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# fetch all records from V_lsk_deltabis view
lsk <- sqlFetch(channel = channel, sqtable = "V_LSK_DELTABIS")
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
rm(channel)
# Time filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$MON_DATUM) & lsk$MON_DATUM > from &
lsk$MON_DATUM < to))
# Spatial extent filtering - LSK
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$X) & lsk$X > X_MIN & lsk$X < X_MAX))
lsk <- subset(lsk,(!is.na(lsk$Y) & lsk$Y > Y_MIN & lsk$Y < Y_MAX))
# Bulk density - LSK
# Split the table into two dataset based on geocode value
# to apply two different aproaches
lsk1 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 0) & (lsk$GEO_FOR_C <= 690)))
lsk2 <- subset(lsk,((GEO_FOR_C > 690) | (lsk$GEO_FOR_C == 0) |
(is.na(lsk$GEO_FOR_C))))
rm(lsk)















s1 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.4
s2 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.8
s4 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.65
s5 <- ((!is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 50) )
lsk2[s5,]$bulk <- 0.5
# Sub horizon
s1 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 8))
lsk2[s1,]$bulk <- 1.5
s2 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 8) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 17.5))
lsk2[s2,]$bulk <- 1.15
s3 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 17.5) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 30))
lsk2[s3,]$bulk <- 0.65
s4 <- ((is.na(lsk2$A_HORIZON)) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF >= 30) & (lsk2$ORGSTOF < 50))
lsk2[s4,]$bulk <- 0.6
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# Exclude samples collected from more than 1 soil horizon - LSK
isCrossing <- (!is.na(lsk$MON_VNR) &
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPB) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPB)) |
((lsk$MON_DIEPB < lsk$HOR_DIEPO) & (lsk$MON_DIEPO > lsk$HOR_DIEPO))
)
lsk <- lsk[!isCrossing, ]
rm(isCrossing)
# Horizon weighted averaging - LSK
# Subset removing NA records in ORGSTOF column
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = !is.na(lsk$ORGSTOF))
# Weighted averiging
lsk$s_thick <- lsk$MON_DIEPO - lsk$MON_DIEPB
lsk$s_thick.org <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$ORGSTOF
lsk$HOR_ID <- as.character(lsk$LAAG_ID)
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.org, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Weighted averaging of bulk density
lsk$s_thick.bulk <- lsk$s_thick * lsk$bulk
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$s_thick.bulk, INDEX = lsk$HOR_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$HOR_ID]




# Remove duplicated layers - no more needed
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = duplicated(lsk$LAAG_ID)==FALSE)
# Horizons selection - LSK
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset =
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB< d5 & HOR_DIEPO> d5 & HOR_DIEPO< d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB> d5 & HOR_DIEPB< d6 & HOR_DIEPO> d6) |
(HOR_DIEPB<=d5 & HOR_DIEPO>=d6) )
# Computing the thickness of a part of horizon which contribute to the required
# soil layer
lsk$h_thick <- 0
s1 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
lsk[s1,]$h_thick <- lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPO - lsk[s1,]$HOR_DIEPB
s2 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO < d6))
lsk[s2,]$h_thick <- lsk[s2,]$HOR_DIEPO - d5
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s3 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB > d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPB < d6) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO > d6))
lsk[s3,]$h_thick <- d6 - lsk[s3,]$HOR_DIEPB
s4 <- ((lsk$HOR_DIEPB <= d5) & (lsk$HOR_DIEPO >= d6))
lsk[s4,]$h_thick <- d6 - d5
rm(s1,s2,s3,s4)
# The ratio of soil horizon length to the entire required soil layer
lsk$ratio <- (lsk$h_thick/(d6-d5))
# The sum of ratios
lsk$PROF_ID <- as.character(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)
sum_ratio <- tapply(X = lsk$ratio, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum_ratio <- sum_ratio[lsk$PROF_ID]
rm(sum_ratio)
# Excluding soil profiles with uncomplete information
lsk <- subset(x = lsk,subset = sum_ratio > 0.999)
# Profile weighted averaging - LSK
lsk$SoilMass <- lsk$h_thick * lsk$l_bulk
lsk$SoilMass.l_org <- lsk$SoilMass * lsk$l_org
sum1 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass.l_org, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum1 <- sum1[lsk$PROF_ID]
sum2 <- tapply(X = lsk$SoilMass, INDEX = lsk$PROF_ID, FUN = sum)
lsk$sum2 <- sum2[lsk$PROF_ID]
lsk$wa_org <- lsk$sum1/ lsk$sum2
rm(sum1,sum2)
# Subset with unique soil profiles
lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = duplicated(lsk$PROFIEL_ID)==FALSE)
# Find and exclude records with the same coordinates




lsk <- subset(x = lsk, subset = (dupl_loc==FALSE))
# Available organic matter data for the depth d5 - d6
lsk <- data.frame(X = lsk$X, Y = lsk$Y, org = lsk$wa_org)
# Pawn soil types - LSK
# Overlay sampling locations with pawn map








# Exlude locations which fall into the water,build up areas, and NA
org <- subset(x = org, subset = (pawn < 22) & (!is.na(pawn)))








# Write table to the text file
write.table(org3,"org3.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# 26 Save Box-plots
png("box_plot3.png",width=800,height=600,units="px",pointsize=12,bg="white",res=NA)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)










# ---- Organic matter multi layer spatial analysis ---- #




























# Define the gstat object and LMC fitting
gORG <- gstat(NULL ,id="org.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y, data=org11)
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gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y, data=org22)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y, data=org33)




fit <- fit.lmc(v, gORG)
plot(v)
plot(v,fit)






plot(v,fit,main="Organic matter - LMC",pch=20)
dev.off()
E.5 Define interpolation grid
# Define interpolation grid - chose one option only
# 1) rectangular grid
######### Set parameters ##########














grid <- subset(grid,(pawn < 22 & !is.na(pawn)))
coordinates(grid) <- ~x1+x2
rm(o)
# 2) sampling within polygon(s)
######### Set parameters ##########
# Prediction grid cell size (output map resolution)
cs <- 1000
###################################
# Read ESRI shapefile











############ Set parameters ############
# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
########################################
# Redefine the gstat object and LMC fit
gORG <- gstat(NULL ,id="org.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org1,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org2,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org3,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, model=vgm(psill= 0.2,model="Exp",range=40000,nugget=0.8),
fill.all=TRUE)
fit <- fit.lmc(v, gORG)
# Cokriging
if(block==0) blup2 <- predict.gstat(fit,grid) else
blup2 <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,block=bs)




org1.pred$pred <- org1.pred$residua * org1.pred$sd + org1.pred$mean
# Back transformation
org1.pred$pred <- exp(org1.pred$pred) - 1
coordinates(org1.pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(org1.pred) <- TRUE




org2.pred$pred <- org2.pred$residua * org2.pred$sd + org2.pred$mean
# Back transformation
org2.pred$pred <- exp(org2.pred$pred) - 1
coordinates(org2.pred) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(org2.pred) <- TRUE
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org3.pred$pred <- org3.pred$residua * org3.pred$sd + org3.pred$mean
# Back transformation















































E.7 Stochastic co-simulation (based on simple cokrig-
ing)
# Stochastic co-simulation (based on simple cokriging)
########### Set parameters ##############
# Number of simulations
ns <- 2
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# Point or block kriging
# "block <- 0" ... point kriging
# "block <- 1" ... block kriging
block <- 0
# Block size (for block kriging only)
bs <- c(10,10)
#########################################
# Redefine the gstat object and LMC fit
gORG <- gstat(NULL ,id="org.1", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org1,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.2", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org2,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, id="org.3", formula=residua ~ 1, locations= ~X+Y,
data=org3,nmax=30,beta=0)
gORG <- gstat(gORG, model=vgm(psill= 0.2,model="Exp",range=40000,nugget=0.8),
fill.all=TRUE)
fit <- fit.lmc(v, gORG)
# Run stochastic simulations
if(block==0) blup <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,nsim=ns) else
blup <- predict.gstat(fit,grid,nsim=ns,block=bs)





org1.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- org1.sim[,3:(ns+2)] * org1.sim$sd + org1.sim$mean
# Back transformation
org1.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- exp(org1.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)]) - 1
coordinates(org1.sim_ns) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(org1.sim_ns) <- TRUE





org2.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- org2.sim[,3:(ns+2)] * org2.sim$sd + org2.sim$mean
# Back transformation
org2.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- exp(org2.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)]) - 1
coordinates(org2.sim_ns) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(org2.sim_ns) <- TRUE





org3.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- org3.sim[,3:(ns+2)] * org3.sim$sd + org3.sim$mean
# Back transformation
org3.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)] <- exp(org3.sim_ns[,3:(ns+2)]) - 1
coordinates(org3.sim_ns) <- ~x1+x2
gridded(org3.sim_ns) <- TRUE
# Save figures for first layer
nl_poly <- readShapePoly("NL.shp")
text <- list("sp.text",c(60000,550000),paste(d1,"-",d2,"cm"),cex=1.5)
nl <- list("sp.polygons", nl_poly)
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rgb.palette <- colorRampPalette(c("lightyellow","green","orange","brown"),
space = "rgb")
for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("org1.sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600,
units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)










# Save figures for first layer
text <- list("sp.text",c(60000,550000),paste(d3,"-",d4,"cm"),cex=1.5)
for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("org2.sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600,
units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)










# Save figures for first layer
text <- list("sp.text",c(60000,550000),paste(d5,"-",d6,"cm"),cex=1.5)
for (i in 1:ns){
png(filename = paste("org3.sim",i,".png",sep=""), width=600, height=600,
units="px",pointsize=12, bg="white", res=NA)












R code Mean spring water table
depth (MSW)









# 2. Table LSK_ALG data extraction and erasing of records with duplicated coordinates
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
# extract the LSK_ALG table with 7 columns (ID,ST_NR,DATUM,X,Y,MHW,MLW)
LSK <- sqlQuery(channel=channel,
query = "SELECT DISTINCT LSK_ID, ST_NR, DATUM, X, Y, MHW, MLW FROM LSK_ALG")
# erase duplicated records where ST_NR > 90
sp=split(LSK,LSK$ST_NR>90)
LSK_01=sp$"FALSE"
# erase other duplicated records
sp01=split(LSK_01,LSK_01$LSK_ID==3363 | LSK_01$LSK_ID==3192 |





# data frame with unique records only
LSK_nondupl=data.frame(LSK_ID=sp02$LSK_ID,X=sp02$X,Y=sp02$Y,
MHW=sp02$MHW,MLW=sp02$MLW)
# write data frame to a file
write.table(LSK_nondupl,"LSK_nondupl.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
# 3. Table PFB_ALG data extraction and erasing of records with duplicated coordinates
# connect to database
channel <- odbcConnect(dsn = "deltaBIS", uid = "BISUSER", pwd = "BISUSER")
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# extract PFB_ALG table with 6 columns (ID,X,Y,MHW,HLG,JAAR)
PFB <- sqlQuery(channel=channel,
query = "SELECT DISTINCT PFB_ID, X, Y, MHW, MLW, JAAR FROM PFB_ALG")
PFB[,2]=round(PFB[,2]) # round coordinates
PFB[,3]=round(PFB[,3])
# identify duplicated records
PFB1=data.frame(X=PFB$X,Y=PFB$Y)
PFB11=data.frame(PFB,duplicated=duplicated(PFB1))
# split into unique and duplicated
sp=split(PFB11,PFB11$duplicated==TRUE)
PFB_01=sp$"FALSE" # extract unique records
# data frame with unique records only
PFB_nondupl=data.frame(PFB_ID=PFB_01$PFB_ID,X=PFB_01$X,Y=PFB_01$Y,
MHW=PFB_01$MHW,MLW=PFB_01$MLW)
# write the table to a file
write.table(PFB_nondupl,"PFB_nondupl.txt",sep="\t",row.names=FALSE)
# disconnect from database
odbcClose(channel = channel)
# 4. Data preparation and transformation
# read tables with unique records
PFB=read.table("PFB_nondupl.txt",sep="\t",header=TRUE,na.strings="NA")
LSK=read.table("LSK_nondupl.txt",sep="\t",header=TRUE,na.strings="999")
# merge the two tables
m1=merge(PFB,LSK,all=TRUE)
m2=data.frame(X=m1$X,Y=m1$Y,MHW=m1$MHW,MLW=m1$MLW)
# compute the mean water-table level
MSW=data.frame(m2,MSW=(5.4+0.83*m2$MHW+0.19*m2$MLW))




# remove records with NA values
MSW=subset(M1,!is.na(M1$MSW))
# force MSW values to be between MHW and MLW




# log transformation of MSW
MSW=data.frame(MSW,t_MSW=log(MSW$MSW-min(MSW$MSW)+1))
# 5. Histograms (an example for original MSW data)
windows(width = 5,height = 5)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
hist(MSW$MSW,main=’’,xlab=’MSW’,col=’lightblue’)
# 6. Box-plots (an example for transformed MSW data and each of the seven soil types)
windows(width = 10,height = 5)
par(mar=c(4,4,1,1)+0.6,cex.lab=1.4,cex.axis=1.5)
boxplot(split(MSW$t_MSW,MSW$S),xlab=’Soil type’,main=’trans_MSW’)
# 7. Normal Q-Q Plot for transformed MSW data




























# plot residual variogram
windows(width = 8, height = 6)
plot(rMSW.vg,rMSW.vgm,main=’t_MSW residual’,plot.nu=T)
# define variogram model
rMSW.vgm=vgm(0.72,"Sph",5000,0.28)
# 9. Spatial prediction at 500 locations
# read table of target prediction locations with soil types
grid1 <- read.table(’sim1.txt’,header=TRUE,sep=’\t’)
coordinates(grid1)=~X+Y
# define gstat object to predict residuals
sMSW=gstat(id=c("t_MSWres"),formula=res~1,data=MSW,model=rMSW.vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# ready to predict t_MSW residuals using simple kriging
blup = predict.gstat(sMSW, newdata = grid1, BLUE = FALSE)
# compute t_MSW prediction, multiply by stdev and add the mean value of





















pred$trans.pred=pred$sk.pred*pred$stdev+pred$mean # compute predictions
pred$real.pred=exp(pred$trans.pred)+min(MSW$MSW)-1 # back transformation
# plot predicted values
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# 10. Spatial prediction over the whole of the Netherlands





















# define gstat object to predict residuals
sMSW=gstat(id=c("t_MSWres"),formula=res~1,data=MSW,model=rMSW.vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# ready to predict t_MSW residuals using simple kriging





















pred2$trans.pred=pred2$pred.res*pred2$stdev+pred2$mean # trans_MSW prediction
pred2$real.pred=exp(pred2$trans.pred)+min(MSW$MSW)-1 # back transformation
# map of predicted values
gridded(pred2)=TRUE









# 11. Simulation at 500 target locations
# read table with target prediction locations and soil types
grid1 <- read.table(’sim1.txt’,header=TRUE,sep=’\t’)
coordinates(grid1)=~X+Y
# define gstat object to predict residuals
sMSW=gstat(id=c("t_MSWres"),formula=res~1,data=MSW,model=rMSW.vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# ready to predict trans_MSW residuals using Gaussian simulation based
# on simple kriging
blup = predict.gstat(sMSW, newdata = grid1, BLUE = FALSE,nsim=3)





















# compute simulated values and back transformation
sim$t.sim1=sim$sim1*sim$stdev+sim$mean





# plot simulation 1








# histogram of simulation 3 (transformed values)




# 12. Simulation over the whole area of Netherlands
# read predictor maps:
soil = readGDAL("soil1.asc")




















# define gstat object to predict residuals
sMSW=gstat(id=c("t_MSWres"),formula=res~1,data=MSW,model=rMSW.vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# ready to predict trans_MSW residuals using simple kriging





















# compute simulations and back transformation
sim.2$t.sim1=sim.2$sim1*sim.2$stdev+sim.2$mean # t_MSW simulation

















# histogram of simulation 1 (transformed values)




# 13. 3000 simulations at 500 target locations
# read table with 3000 soil type simulations
s3000=read.table("simuHardkcond.prn")
# create table to which MSW simulations will be written
MSW3000=data.frame(X=s3000$V1,Y=s3000$V2)
# define gstat object to predict residuals
sMSW=gstat(id=c("t_MSWres"),formula=res~1,data=MSW,model=rMSW.vgm,beta=0,nmax=100)
# make a loop for 3000 simulations
for (i in 3:3002){
grid1=data.frame(X=s3000$V1,Y=s3000$V2,S=s3000[,i])
coordinates(grid1)=~X+Y
# ready to predict trans_MSW residuals using Gaussian simulation based on
# simple kriging
blup = predict.gstat(sMSW, newdata = grid1, BLUE = FALSE,nsim=1)




















# compute simulated values and back transformation
sim$t.sim1=sim$sim1*sim$stdev+sim$mean
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